The main point in studying history is the material culture. It brings in itself a multifunctionality, it is a valuable source of studying of processes of the ethnogenesis. Dwelling can considered one of the main thing ethno cultural, economical everyday development of the population; it is an element of an identity of the rural population, the ethnical primary base. It can observe as one of the main components of the ethnocultural processes, which study not only principle of the building of dwelling, using building materials which are immanent for concrete district planning, relation with other buildings, but as a big heritage of spirituality. However for each person, house is a whole space where "life" traditions and spiritual values which are immanent for each family.

Reforming of rural construction in general depended from appearance and using of different building materials, skills, knowledge and practices of folk masters. There were theirs peculiarities in each regions. In construction of wells in a shape of roof and methods of its covering, in a shapes of beam brackets in design windows and doors, in artistic decoration. Poltav's governorship featured by felled houses special quadrangular shape of the roof, by "konuks" at the ends of brackets, special shape of a door in some regions. In some regions of the Northern Poltava's region to the rear façade of a house a long and narrow extension was building out ("prupynutsia"): it used for placing cattle.

For Ukrainian people hut always was not only a shelter from weather. There was creating life in it, every day existence with their happiness, sadness and worries. It is a whole direction in studying of material culture which demands detailed investigation not only for historical memory, but fora spiritual outlook of the modern population.

The article open an important component of material culture - a development of the national construction of dwelling, which is reflects a concrete historical development of a certain part of the population, community, large spiritual and cultural element with an essential feature of identity.
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Introduction. For each person a house is a fortress with its values and a special spiritual world. Ukrainian house for history is a large material and ethnographic value. Behind the special architectural construction of walls open a culture of a folk, traditions, vital and utilitarian meaning, which has gone a large distance.

A research of this link of an everyday life requires a large efforts from specialists of different brunches of science in order to learn all aspects of this huge them. These are peculiarities of a building the dwelling in different regions, materials, a development of national architectural knowledge, a condition of a building technique, interior, artistic decoration, and along with it a combination of technique side spiritual: traditions and beliefs with are connected with a national housing.

Formulation of the problem. A subject of peculiarities of a housing attracts historians as a very essential part in the studying of a material culture and everyday life of a population. Topicality is in public interest of its national roots, back to ethnic motives.

A research is in studying and development of national architecture a construction of peasants dwelling of Poltava’s governorship as an important information base for studying of ethnological aspects of material culture an everyday life of rural population a concrete region and period.

Aim: to research traditions of construction and interior of peasants dwelling Poltava’s governorship XIX – beginning XX century: as a rich architectural, material culture and historical heritage.

Analysis of studying a researches and publications from present theme. Special contribution in studying of a national construction and architecture of Ukraine are works and researches of Victor Samoylovych. The result of persistent labor, processing and studying of many valuable materials became a book "Folk
Ukraine architecture in illustrations." It is a treasury of the brightest illustrations samples of a folk architectural art on which reflected a specificity of dwelling construction, national traditions, ethnic peculiarity and preferences [7].

Etnographic research of Ukrainian dwelling from the ancient times to our days described in the book by Masnenko V.V. "Ukrainian house". It is a popular edition where describes a national dwelling as an essential contribution in everyday history, traditions, customs and rituals [4].

Educational manual "Culture and everyday life of Ukrainian folk", edited by of Nalko V.I. gives an open description of the main periods of an ethnic history of Ukrainians, their ethnographical value, peculiarities of development of life and economic activity, material and spiritual culture [5].

Presenting main material. Every day life of a population has a certain characteristics and peculiarities, which can be very similar and at the same time are different in the separate regions of Ukraine. Its development affect ethnographical regioning, natural (regional) conditions, socio-economical aspect, interconnectedness with other folks, cultural differences. Dwelling is not exception [6, 384].

In the first half of the XVIII century, many yard dwelling were prevailed in Ukraine. Regional peculiarities made their changes and correctives to the widespread forms of rural settlements. Historically that on the territory of the Northern Kyiv region, Chernihiv – Sivershchyna and Poltava’s governorship a feudal serfageal oppression was weaker than on the other Ukrainian lands, and peasants till XVIII century had an opportunity to occupy under construction relatively free territories (freehold). That’s why there were haphazard settlements in these regions. Till XIX century they changed on the street or on the street parts of haphazard settlements (pectinate streets with squares, ordinary, cord, combined, linear). There were circle settlements on these zones too: in that case, when buildings were located around the trade aguare [5, 40].

The development of settlements of the Poltava’s governorship had a row of differences. The indexes for quick settling of territory and growth of the population were becoming natural conditions, the main of which was location of settlements within rivers and rich lands. On 1861 the number of inhabitants which occupied a territory near 20 big rivers comprised 822 357 persons (43%). In general, almost three quarters of governorship (74.6%) were living near woters and only 25.4% were to the rear façade of a house a long and narrow extent. To the end of the XVIII century frame building became appropriate logical, economical, simple in a construction with using of a building material which characteristic every separate region [7, 6].

Architectural record of national housing - "hata" was almost similar for all territory of Ukraine. It could be traced in traditional methods of planning, correlation of architectural volumes of dwelling, interpretation of walls, places near wall and roof of the house. Hut was a rectangular, some elongated building to the correlation of width a length of 1: 1.25 to 1: 2.25. Sharp fluctuations in proportions of planning is due to two types of buildings.

Simple type consisted from dwelling and passage. In the middle of the XIX beginning XX century is changing and the second type of building begins to predominate where there were two almost the same rooms connected by passage with each other. One room was living (hata, cabin, shack, hut), other used as utility where products, we’re saving implements of seasoning cloth (pantry, cages).

Proportions of a facade of hata characterized of low and coblong form of the walls and not a heigh of the ceiling. Little height of the walls was a result of on economy of building material and desire to improving the thermal regime [10, 12].

About regional peculiarities of building a dwelling could "tell" materials from which they were produsing. Buildings of a frame type dominated in Poltava’s governorship. Basis were columns (risers), which we’re digging in soil or were inserting in a lower crown. Frome walls (crowns) we are putting between columns in horizontal from boards, half-wood logs, brash, cane, clay salt rollers. There were making braces in the corners for strength of construction. To the end of the XVIII century cutting wood building considered a feature of wealth of a peasant, due to the large prices of wood and work. In the century frame building became the main [8, 462].

Foundation in the general its meaning (immersed in a deep pit of a building material) did not do. The first crowns of a cutting placed on the "chairs" from the old stumps or big stones which we’re scoring in the ground a little. Sometimes frame placed on the substrate from one layer of laying stones. General Stone foundation under the logs used very seldom. When such construction of foundation a probability of breezing of walls and a floor arose [10, 38].

In the village of Veluka Pavlivka (1879) there were houses built completely of frames. On the bore head of the house was making a pry tula with overlap. It’s added to the building neat and complete compositional view [4, 95].

In some regions of the Northern Poltava’s region to the rear façade of a house a long and narrow extension was building out ("prupysnutsiu"): it used for placing cattle.

There existed a types of houses which called washed. Such dwellings were constructing from felled tree, which was not bleaching outdoor, but smoothly shaped. Walls were washing by water where it’s name from. Washed huts were to the end of the XVIII century. On the Northern Poltava region they were more
of ben, because these lands were rich in forests. There were in using on oak (as a basis of a house), maple, alder, linden, birch. The wide popular was maple for it’s, white colour. Washed houses were more frequent in wealthier peasants, because a building material and the work of the masters was in higher prices than chalk and clay [9, 16].

Regardless of type of the building a house, walls were covering by thick layer of clay and white washing. Such action were doing not only for tidiness but in order to lute slots and rugs.

Covered walls with a layer of a coating had not only constorial aims but an essential architectural effect. Combining darkly gray strawy roof with white tunes of walls were making outhor view of huts very picturial. That’s why dwelling is Poltava’s governorship combined so harmonically with amazing landscapes [1, 131].

Traditional dwelling had no less than three windows. They were constructing according to general rules, which were formulating from the inner planning of a dwelling. There are two windows: one the front facade one window is near the stove for illuminate of a work place of the hostess, another is opposite the table ("pokutne"). One is in the end wall ("pruchilkove"). There were not building a window on the rear facade of ("pokutne"). One is in the end wall ("pruchilkove"). There were in using on oak (as a basis of a house), maple, linden, birch. The wide popular was maple for these lands were rich in forests. There were in making small rooms in day or wood stutters.

Windows frames, which were opening by metal loops, appeared recently. Ancient method of the opening window was without loops: a frame divided on two halves – tightly secured upper and low which were covering by side guide rails.

In the result of single glass and not exact putting of window, frames the room strangle chilled in winter. That is why straw mats were covering which raising up in day or wood stutters.

Great attention was paying to designing of roof it’s shape played a great de in architectural expression of main room jump from roof surface to vertical wall across a big canopy was very clear. It was a characteristic for all Ukraine. Popular shape of the roof was quadrangular. Important stage was hanging down a roof. The bigger it was so away from the walls rainwater and ice water were flowing down. High roof had an economic value too, as there were keeping and drying vegetables and fruits under the canopy [10, 22].

Peculiarities of Poltava region was decoration a brackets which were supporting of hanging down of a roof. Engraved processing of beams with great number of national motives become the architectural tradition. One of the regional peculiarities of a bracket become a pectoral architectural detail "konuk".

Till the XIX century the main material for covering of the roof was straw. The method of covering houses differed between the left and the right bank of the Dnipro. The roof was covering by laying straw in Poltava region smoothly without undulations and prongs (natrysha) [4, 60].

Inner planning of the house were making from functional meaning of space and separate details of an interior in old houses of Poltava region which saved and date back to the XIX century the tradition of inner planning of a dwelling was strictly observed. Organic economical opportunities of an agriculture of the past forced during the building of a dwelling units in small rooms economic and every day processes [3, 254].

Conclusions. The are many monuments of the national culture, which characterize a nation and country and dwelling, is its essential link. Till the XX century folk architecture for rural population of Poltava governorship as for all Ukraine has come a long and difficult ways of development. When in the XVIII century a large family could life in a small single – stage house with the passage of time it has become on doable – stage dwelling with antechamber. Reforming of rural construction in general depended from appearance and using of different building materials, skills, knowledge and practices of folk masters. There were theirs peculiarities in each regions. In construction of roofs in a shape of roof and methods of its covering, in a shapes of beam brackets in design windows and doors, in artistic decoration. Poltav’s governorship featured by felled houses special quadrangular shape of the roof, by "ko-nuks" at the ends of brackets , special shape of a door in some regions.

For Ukrainian people hut always was not only a shelter from weather. There was creating life in it, every day existence with their happiness, sadness and worries. It is a whole direction in studying of material culture which demands detailed investigation not only for historical memory, but fora spiritual outlook of the modern population.
Галай К.Б. Розвиток технологій будівництва житла крестьян Полтавської губернії XIX - початку ХХ століття, як вагомого внеску в матеріальну та архітектурну культуру регіону

Основним моментом у вивченні історії є матеріальна культура. Це приносить у собі багатофункціональність, є цінним джерелом вивчення процесів етногенезу. Життя можна вважати одним із головних, що стосуються етнокультурного, економічного взаємодії розвитку населення; це елемент ідентичності сільського населення, етнічна першівня база. Він може розглядатись як один із основних компонентів етнокультурних процесів, які вивчають не лише при болю побудов житла, використовуючи будівельні матеріали, які є ім'яними для конкретного планування району, стосуючись з іншими будівлями, але як велику спадщину духовності. Однак для конкретної людини будівля - це її простір, де "життєвих традицій та духовної цінності, ім'яними для конкретної роботи: Реформування сільського будівництва в целом зависело від появи і розвитку матеріальних і архітектурних досліджень не лише історичної пам'яті, а й духовного світогляду сучасного населення.

У статті відкрито важливий компонент матеріальної культури - розмітки національної побудови житлу, який відображає конкретно-історичний розвиток певної частини населення, громади, великого духовного та культурного елемента з істотною ознакою ідентичності.
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